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PART 1.  LANGUAGE FOCUS: 

 From Unit 7 to Unit 12 

I. Topic 

- Pollutions. 

- English Speaking Counties. 

- Natural disasters. 

- Communication 

- Science and technology. 

- Life on the other planets. 

II. Vocabulary 

- Review all vocabularies from Unit 7 to Unit 12 with the topics: 

+ Pollutions / English Speaking Counties / Natural disasters / Communication / Science 

and technology / Life on the other planets 

III. Phonetics 

1. Pronunciation 

- Stress in words ending in: -ic / -al / - ese / - ee / -logy / -graphy / -ity / -itive/ 

- Stress in words starting with: / un- / im- / 

- Stress in words ending with: / ful- / less-  

IV. Grammar: 

- Conditional sentences type 1,2.  

- Present tenses. (The present simple / The present continuous / The present perfect tense) 

- Passive Voice. 

- Past Perfect. 

- Review: Future Continuous/ The simple future 

- V + to infinitive 

- Reported Speech 

- Review: May / Might 

-  

PART 2.  PRACTICE: 

Choose the letter A, B, C or D to indicate the word whose underlined part differs from the 

other three in pronunciation in each of the following questions. 

Question 1. A. technology         B. cholera          C. chemistry          D. machine 

Question 2. A. telepathy            B. then             C. healthy             D. think 

Question 3. A. earplug         B. hear               C. pear                   D. clear 

Question 4. A. communicate        B. social               C. homeless              D. oversleep 

Question 5. A. bury         B. evacuate        C. rescue               D. music 

Choose the letter A, B, C or D to indicate the word that differs from the other three in the 

position of primary stress in each of the following questions. 

Question 6. A. coffee            B. rupee              C. trainee              D. agree 

Question 7. A. Maltese         B. festive            C. degree              D. unique 

Question 8. A. scientific       B. dramatic         C. athletic           D. domestic 

Question 9. A. national         B. chemical         C. medical            D. informal 

Question 10. A. physiography    B. alternatively     C. criminology        D. unsuccessfully. 
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Mark the letter A, B, C or D on your answer sheet to indicate the underlined part that needs 

correction in each of the following questions. 

Question 11. Linda would become fat if she does not stop eating so much chocolate. 

                 A   B      C      D 

Question 12. The debris is still clearing from the plane crash by emergency teams. 

                 A       B           C     D 

Question 13. We plan using video chatting to keep in touch with our family. 

                             A   B  C      D 

Question 14. If you submit your assignment late, you would be punished by your teacher.   

                            A                 B                                          C            D 

Question 15. She told me she has gone to the cinema the day before. 

                                A                B           C                         D 

Choose the letter A, B, C or D to indicate the correct answer to each of the following 

questions. 

Question 16. I ___________ some rice on the floor of the chicken coop. 

A. raised  B. grew  C. threw away  D. scattered 

Question 17. A severe topical  __________  is called a typhoon. 

A. drought        B. rain             C. flood             D. storm 

Question 18. 1. Justine was __________ to John's birthday party last month. 

     A. invited   B. inviting   C. invite    D. invites 

Question 19. Hundreds of people were made__________ after the flood. 

        A. homeless            B. helpless               C. careless                  D. endless 

Question 20. This new word is too difficult for me ___________. 

     A. remember   B. to remember  C. remembers   D. remembering 

Question 21. The government will build more comfortable___________for students. 

     A. accommodate  B. accommodation  C. accommodating       D. accommodator 

Question 22. Thousands of people  ____________ by natural disasters every year. 

            A. are affected       B. are affecting          C. have affected   D. were affected 

Question 23. All the villagers_________to safe areas before we came last night. 

A. Evacuated        B. were evacuated      C. had moved              D. had be  

Question 24. If I study hard, I ___________pass the exam this year. 

A. am                    B. is                            C. was                     D. will 

Question 25. What __________ you do if you saw a big spider in your room? 

 A. would        B. will              C. do                        D. were 

Question 26. Is the rubbish __________ every day? 

 A. collect  B. collecting     C. collected   D. be collected 

Question 27. They __________ about video conferences at this time next Monday. 

 A.will talk            B. will be talking      C. are talking                  D. are going to 

talk 

Question 28. Fiona is not interested ___________ politics. 

     A.at    B. on       C. in    D. to 

Question 29. At 8 am tomorrow, Janet ___________ a test on the importance of technology. 

      A. will be taking B. will being take     C. take    D. was taking 

Question 30. Was this beautiful house ________ by Mark? 

    A. buy  B. bought     C. buying   D. buyer 
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Choose the letter A, B, C or D to indicate the correct response to the following exchange. 

Question 31. Tom: “ How is your English course?”  

                      Minh: “________ ” 

A. Absolutely  B. Awesome  C. Of course    D. Everywhere 

Question 32. Tom: “I’m sorry. I won’t be able to come.”   

                      Mary: “____________” 

          A. Sound great      B. Oh, that’s annoying      C. Well, never mind    D. Sound like fun 

Question 33. Mark : “Let me wash the vegetables while you’re preparing the meat.”    

                      Lisa: “____________” 

          A. Good idea. I’ll do it for you                     B. No problem 

          C. Yes, please. But I can manage                D. OK. Thank you very much            

Question 34. –“I think the Odu group has the smallest population”      - “___________” 

       A. Ok                        B.Yes                           C. Exactly                     D.You are wrong! 

Question 35. “ My dad enjoys doing DIY. He made this dining table set” -   “___________” 

       A. No, we can’t        B. How interesting       C. Exactly.                    D. That’s awesome! 

Mark the letter A, B, C or D on your answer sheet to indicate the word(s) CLOSEST in 

meaning to the underlined word(s) in each of the following questions. 

Question 36. This film was terrible last night.   

           A. nice              B. exciting           C. awful                      D. sad 

Question 37. Their holiday in Sam Son sea was wonderful. 

A. terrific       B. inconvenience      C. uncomfortable     D. allright 

Question 38. We wish you both health and longevity.     

A. long life        B. easy life        C. happy life       D. exciting life 

Mark the letter A, B, C or D on your answer sheet to indicate the word(s) OPPOSITE in meaning 

to the underlined word(s) in each of the following questions. 

Question 39. The view of Sapa is always terrific 

          A. amazing        B. wonderful                   C. beautiful              D. gloomy 

Question 40. Linh often wastes money in buying clothes that she just wears a few times. 

A. spends   B. pays    C. saves   D. makes 

Question 41. In Viet Nam, the weather is often humid during Tet.       

           A. arid                 B. watery                  C. soaked                D.wet               

Read the following passage and circle the letter A,B,C or D on the correct word or phrase 

that best fits each of the numbered blanks. 

English is the _________ (42) language of the Philippines. English-medium education 

_________ (43) in the Philippines in 1901 after the arrival of some 540 US teachers. English 

was also chosen for newspapers and magazines, the media, and literary writing. 

The latest results from a recent survey suggest that about 65% of the _________ (44) of the 

Philippines has the ability to understand spoken and written English with 48 person stating that 

they can write standard English. The economy is based on English, and successful workers and 

managers are fluent in English. _________ (45) schools know that their students must be 

fluent in English to be successful. 

Question 42.  A. intersting       B. official           C. popular               D. polluted 

Question 43.  A. began             B. begin             C. beginning           D. to begin  

Question 44.  A. pollution        B. popularity      C. population        D. prospect 
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Question 45.  A. any                 B. much             C. a lot                    D. many 

Read the following passage and circle the letter A, B, C, or D on the correct answer to each 

of the questions.  

THE POSTAGE STAMP 

 Before the invention of the postage stamp, it was difficult to send a letter to another 

country. The sender paid for the letter to travel in his or her own country. Then the person in 

the other country paid for that part of the trip. If a letter crossed several countries, the problem 

was worse. 

 Rowland Hill, a British teacher, had the idea of the postage stamp with gum on the 

back. The British post office made the first stamps in 1840. They were the Penny Black and 

the Twopence Blue. A person bought a stamp and put it on a letter, the post office delivered 

the letter. When people received letters, they didn’t have to pay anything. The letters was 

prepaid. 

 Postage stamps became popular in Great Britain immediately. Other countries started 

making their own postage stamps very quickly. 

 There were still problems with international mail. Some countries did not want to accept 

letter with stamps from another countries. Finally, in 1874, a German organized the Universal 

Postal System.  

 Today post offices in every country sell beautiful stamps. Collecting stamps is one of 

the most popular hobbies in the world, and every stamp collector knows about the Penny Black 

and the Twopence Blue. 

Question 46. Before the invention of the postage stamp, sending a letter to another country 

is___. 

A. easy               B. slow                 C. difficult                    D. quick 

Question 47. The British post office made the first stamps in __________. 

A. 1840             B. 1874           C. 1940                    D. 1847 

Question 48. Who had the idea of the postage stamp with gum on the back? 

A. inventor.            B. teacher  C. postman               D. technology 

engineer 

Question 49. Which of the following sentences is NOT TRUE, according to the passages? 

A. Before the invention of the postage stamp, the sender paid for the letter.  

B. Collecting stamps is one of the most popular hobbies in the world. 

C. Some countries wanted to accept letter with stamps from another countries. 

D. Finally, in 1874, a German organized the Universal Postal System.  

Question 50.  The word "it" in paragraph 2 refers to....... 

A. a stamp   B. a letter               C. post office               D. invention 

Choose the letter A, B, C, or D to indicate the sentence that is made from the words given. 

Question 51. door/be/open/last night.  

   A. The door was opened last night. 

   B. door was opened last night. 

   C. The door is opened last night. 

   D. The door were opened last night. 

Question 52. If/weather/fine/we/go out/today. 

   A. If the weather was fine, we will go out to day. 
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   B. If the weather is fine, we will go out to day. 

   C. If the weather is fine, we woud go out to day. 

   D. If the weather is fine, we go out to day. 

Question 53. If/she/a bird/she/be/a/ dove 

          A. If she was a bird, she would be a dove. 

   B. If she is a bird, she will be a dove 

   C. If she were a bird, she would be a dove. 

   D. If she were a bird, she will be a dove. 

Question 54. Before/we/come/her house/she/left/yesterday. 

    A. Before we come to her house, she had left yesterday. 

    B. Before we came to her house, she left yesterday. 

           C. Before we came her house, she had left yesterday. 

           D. Before we came to her house, she had left yesterday 

Question 55. My sister / said  / that / she / try / to learn / hard / to pass / the entrance exam. 

A. My sister said that she tried to learn hard to pass the entrance exam. 

B. My sister said that she tries to learn hard to pass the entrance exam. 

C. My sister said that she will try to learn hard to pass the entrance exam. 

D. My sister said that she has tried to learn hard to pass the entrance exam. 

Choose the letter A, B, C, or D to indicate the sentence that is closest in meaning to the 

original sentence in each of the following questions.  

Question 56. Lan said: "Lien doesn't want to go for a picnic tomorrow." 

A. Lan said to me that Lien doen't want to go for a picnic the next/following day. 

B. Lan said to me that Lien didn't want to go for a picnic the next/following day. 

C. Lan said to me that Lien didn't want to go for a picnic next/following day. 

D. Lan said to me that Lien didn’t want go for a picnic the next/following day. 

Question 57. My mother does her shopping at about this time every week. 

   A. This time next week my mother will do her shopping. 

   B. This time next week my mother does her shopping. 

   C. This time next week my mother will be do her shopping. 

   D. This time next week my mother will be doing her shopping. 

Question 58. They have built a new hospital near the airport.  

 A. A new hospital has been built near the airport by them.    

B. A new hospital near the airport has been built.  

C. A new hospital has been built near the airport.    

D. Near the airport a new hospital has been built by them.  

Question 59. I’m not rich, so I can’t buy that house 

A. If I am rich, I could buy that house.                        

B. If I were rich, I can buy that house. 

C. If I were rich, I will buy that house.                       

D. If I were rich, I could buy that house. 

Question 60. She lived in London then she moved to New York. 

A. Before she moved to New York, she had lived in London. 

B. She had moved to New York after she lived in London. 

C. By the time she lived in London, she had moved to New York. 

D. She lived in London before she had moved to New York. 
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PART 3: SPEAKING TEST 

TOPICS FROM  UNIT 7 TO UNIT 12 

 

TOPICS CONTENT QUESTIONS 

 

 

1. POLLUTION 

 

- Talk about one of types pollution. 

- Talk about causes and effects of this type of 

pollution. 

- Talk about solutions to this problem. 

1. How many types of pollution 

do you know? 

2. What are they? 

3. What do you do to reduce 

pollution in your area? 

 

 

2.  ENGLISH 

SPEAKING 

COUNTRIES 

- Talk about an English speaking country. 

+ Name of the country. 

+ What it is famous for. 

+ Places of interest. 

+ Culture 

1.Have you ever been to an 

English speaking country? 

2. Which country do you wish 

to visit in the future? 

 

 

3. NATURAL 

DISASTERS 

 

- Talk about type of natural disaster 

you experienced or you know. 

- Talk about what this disaster is. 

- Talk about when and where the 

disaster occured. 

- Talk about the effects of this disaster. 

- Things have been done to help the 

victims of disaster. 

1.What types of natural 

disasters often occur in Viet 

Nam? 

2.What should you do to 

prepare for typhoons in your 

area? 

3.What should you do during a 

typhoon? 

 

 

 

4.  

COMMUNICATION 

 

-  Talk about ways of communication now 

and in the future.  

… 

1. What are your common ways 

to communicate with your 

friends or relatives now? 

2. Do you think that in the 

future we will use telepathy and 

holography in communication? 

Why/ Why not? 

 

5. SCIENCE AND 

TECHNOLOGY 

- Talk about your agreement and 

disagreement about how scientific advances 

can help us to solve problems in the future. 

- … 

1.Can you name some 

advantages that technology 

brings your present life? 

 

 

6. LIFE ON OTHER 

PLANETS 

 

- Talk about life on another planet. 

+ Name of the planet. 

+ The aliens 

+ The food/ drink / travel/ environment/ 

problems.... 

1. Do you believe that there is 

life on another planet? 

2. Do you think that aliens 

really exist? 

3. What would you do if you 

saw an alien?  
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